This paper describes part of a project called Modeling Across the Curriculum which is a largescale research study in 15 schools across the United States. The specific data presented and discussed here in this paper is based on BioLogica, a hypermodel, interactive environment for learning genetics, which was implemented in multiple classes in eight high schools. BioLogica activities, data logging, and assessments were refined across this series of implementations. All students took a genetics content knowledge pre-and posttests. Traces of students' actions and responses to computer-based tasks were electronically collected (via a "log file" function) and systematically analyzed. An intensive 3-day field test involving 24 middle school students served to refine methods and create narrative profiles of students' learning experiences, outcomes, and interactions with BioLogica. We report on one high school implementation and the field test as self-contained studies to document the changes and the outcomes at different phases of development. A discussion of design changes concludes this paper.
reasoning of many kinds (Brewer, 1987; Rouse and Morris, 1986) . Mental models, like prior knowledge, influence our perceptions of phenomena and our understanding of information. Interactions with phenomena and representations, in turn, influence our mental models (Gentner and Stevens, 1983; JohnsonLaird, 1983) .
Before proceeding, it is important to define the different types of models we use in addition to the notion of models as mental representations of phenomena. Our starting point is Norman's (1983) differentiation of models related to a target system or phenomenon that is to be represented or modeled. Norman distinguishes not only the learners' mental models but also the scientist's and designer's conceptual models of the system, as well as the researchers' conceptualization of the learner's mental models.
The hypermodels used in this project are another type of model that we add to the framework of models described by Norman (1983) . Hypermodels are conceptual models realized as computer models embedded in interactive curricula. These are external representations (as opposed to mental models, which are internal representations) with which the learner interacts, and in doing so, constructs and/or revises his/her mental model. Representations are considered models only when they represent structural, dynamic, and/or causal aspects of the target model; that is, they are not just visualizations or diagrams of phenomena.
With these definitions in mind, we define modelbased learning as a dynamic, recursive process of learning by constructing mental models of the phe- nomenon under study. It involves the formation, testing, and subsequent reinforcement, revision, or rejection of mental models. This is analogous to hypothesis development and testing seen among scientists (Clement, 1989) . See Fig. 1 .
In response to the demands of a task, a learner draws on prior knowledge and new information during model-formation to construct a mental model of some phenomenon (Buckley, 1992 (Buckley, , 2000 Kozma et al., 1992) . The learner's prior knowledge may include a partial mental model of the phenomenon or naive models that are incompatible with the scientifically accepted model. If the learner's model is used successfully to accomplish the task, the model is reinforced (Clement, 1989) and may eventually become a precompiled, stable model (Vosniadou and Brewer, 1992) from which students are capable of making inferences, etc. However, if inconsistencies and/or deficiencies in the model are noted (Bransford et al., 1986) , the learner may reject the model and form a new one, or revise the initial model (Chinn and Brewer, 1993; Clement, 1989; Schauble et al., 1991) . Model revision may involve modifying parts of the existing model or elaborating the model by adding to or combining existing models. Embedding a model in a larger model is an example of elaboration (deKleer and Brown, 1983; Monaghan and Clement, 1994; Stewart and Hafner, 1991) .
Metacognitive processes such as selecting which perceptual cues to attend to, directing interactions with representations and phenomena during learning and inquiry, and monitoring the results of those interactions and the evaluation of one's model also play an important part in model-based learning as do reasoning processes such as hypothesis generation from the model, testing that hypothesis, and interpreting the data that are among higher order inquiry skills.
Thus, the mental model evolves through multiple recursions as it is made increasingly complex and, hopefully, more accurate (Johnson-Laird, 1983; White and Frederiksen, 1998) .
MODEL-BASED TEACHING WITH THE BioLogica HYPERMODEL
Hypermodels are software environments that allow learners to interact with a manipulable model of some phenomenon in a domain (Horwitz, 1995; Horwitz and Christie, 1999) . Hypermodels are controlled by short programs, or activity scripts, that mediate a learner's interactions with the model.
The core of the BioLogica hypermodel (see Fig. 2 ) is a model of transmission genetics that represents the genetic mechanisms of inheritance as the parts and processes that take place at multiple levels of biological organization. It combines the Mendelian model of genetics and the molecular and cellular mechanisms that produce the phenomena Mendel observed. The learner interacts with the model through manipulable representations appropriate to the task posed by the activity script. Because the manipulable representations operate on the core model, changing any one of them can affect each of the others, as appropriate. For example, altering an organism's genotype affects not only that organism, but also any of its offspring that happen to inherit the altered gene. The activity scripts are used to orchestrate instructional activities built around a series of challenges.
Research has shown that students have difficulty interpreting and reasoning with external models and representations that scaffolding is needed to support students' learning (e.g., Gobert and Buckley, 2003; Gobert and Clement, 1999; Kindfield, 1993 Kindfield, /1994 Larkin, 1989; Larkin and Simon, 1987; Lowe, 1993) . The pedagogical elements outlined in Table I scaffold the learner's interaction with the challenge, the manipulable representations, and ultimately with the model of transmission genetics. Each of the elements serves both pedagogical purposes and research purposes. For example, embedded questions are intended to facilitate a deeper engagement on the part of the learner by posing questions that require more attention to the details of the activity. They are also intended to elicit responses from which we can infer the state of the learner's mental models. Narratives and instructions model the kind of reasoning a geneticist might pursue in solving a challenge. Activity scripts also monitor a learner's actions so that constructive feedback can be given as appropriate. Explanations and solutions are provided only after the learner has had an opportunity to grapple with the challenge. Each activity also creates a log file that records students' actions and responses and can be processed to yield information useful to teachers, students and researchers.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
Our research is a large-scale design study conducted in demographically diverse classrooms to inform the development of BioLogica. The activities, data logging, and assessments were refined across a series of implementations. Data were collected in multiple classes from one middle school and eight high schools. An intensive 3-day field test involving 24 middle school students served to refine methods and create narrative profiles of students' learning experiences, outcomes, and interactions with BioLogica. From this massive amount of data, we will focus on two studies conducted at various times in the development of BioLogica to examine both development issues and research findings. Since BioLogica activities, the instruments used to assess learning, and data logging capabilities changed over the course of the year, we report on one high school implementation and the field test as self-contained studies. To provide a frame for these studies we begin by describing the development of activities, assessments, and data logging.
Development of Activities
Prior research with GenScope (Hickey et al., 1998b (Hickey et al., , 2003 Horwitz et al., 1998; Kindfield and Hickey, 1999) guided the initial development of BioLogica activities, which are built around a series of puzzles or challenges. BioLogica activities began to be used in classrooms in November 2000. Revision of these activities was informed by classroom observations in three schools, prior research by the authors (Buckley, 2000; Buckley and Boulter, 2000; Gobert, 2000) , and by the model-based teaching and learning framework described earlier. During the first phase of testing (11/00 through 2/01) BioLogica was used in three high schools, the number of activities was increased from 8 to 12, the first data logging was implemented, and a Teacher's Guide was created. See Appendix A for a complete description of BioLogica activities.
Development of Pre-and Posttests
Like the activities, the pre-and posttests evolved over the academic year 2000-2001. In the initial implementation of BioLogica at site "MR" the preand posttests were identical. The instrument consisted of 70 NewWorm items originally developed for the GenScope project (Hickey et al., 1998a) . Identical pre-and posttests were administered at site "F," using a new, shorter, version of NewWorm from Hickey and Kindfield with the addition of four multiple choice items consisting of published items from MCAS and NY Regents exams. We learned that most students and many teachers considered even the 35-item test too long. In subsequent implementations items were deleted from the test if the item tested a concept (such as crossing-over) that was not addressed in any of the BioLogica activities used in that implementation. The pretest items were a subset of the posttest items. Additional multiple choice items were included to better assess how students performed on standardized test items and a few multiple choice questions were included that addressed common naive conceptions. Because the NewWorm test assumes an understanding of genetics terminology, but doesn't test for that understanding independent of the problem solving required for most NewWorm items, we introduced open-ended conceptual questions beginning with implementations in April 2001.
We examined all items on the pre-and posttests in three ways: (1) using the matrix of reasoning patterns identified by Hickey, Wolfe, and Kindfield (1998b) , (2) using a model-based learning perspective Boulter, 1999, 2000) , and (3) identifying the genetics concept tested. The reasoning matrix has two dimensions: between versus within generations, and cause-to-effect versus effect-to-cause. Hickey et al. (1998b) demonstrated that questions involving cause-to-effect were easier for students than effect-to-cause and that reasoning within a generation was easier than reasoning across generations. Drawing on the model-based learning framework, we analyzed items using a method developed for analyzing representations Boulter, 1999, 2000) . This analysis focused primarily on the models of parts (structures) and processes needed to answer the question.
Development of Data Logging
First, what do we mean by data logging? When students use BioLogica activities, the activity scripts that guide and control students' interactions with the underlying genetic models generate log files. The specific entries in a given log file are generated either automatically or by design. The automatic entries are used to capture start and stop times for an activity or a given challenge within the activity and to capture learners' responses to questions posed by the activity script. The designed entries can be tailored to answer specific research questions and provide assessment data for teachers, students, and researchers. Embedded questions were added to activities implemented in April 2001 and later. In addition, most activity scripts capture learners' actions, such as how many crosses were made or what alleles were changed, as they explore and experiment with the representations of the underlying genetic model. Thus, the content of log files varies not only by activity but also by user.
The use of data logging increased throughout the year. During the first use of BioLogica in November 2000 only 5 activities generated log files. Of the 54 logs generated by 13 students only 57% were usable; that is, the other 43% were empty, lacking even a time stamp. This is caused either by the user quitting the activity immediately after launch or by a program crash. By May 2001 all 13 activities generated log files eventually achieving a yield rate of 94%.
IMPLEMENTATION STUDIES
At "L" high school, three teachers taught both control classes and experimental classes and three additional teachers used BioLogica with a range of biology classes. These implementations are reported in Study 1. We used the data collected during the intensive field test conducted at site "MV" to develop methods for analyzing log files. That work is reported in Study 2.
Study 1: "L" High School
During this implementation in May 2001, four teachers used BioLogica daily for 1 week with a range of classes. In addition, one of the teachers taught two control classes of ninth grade students matched with her two experimental classes.
BioLogica activities were more stable at this point in development, but still not totally bug free. There were two changes in activities compared to previous implementations: Sex-Linkage and Sex-Linkage II were combined and revised into one activity and Invisible Dragons, a game that requires reasoning from effect-to-cause between generations, was added. The data logging generated accurate start and end times. Although we weren't able to match log files to individual students or classes, we were able to average across all the logs for this implementation. Table II summarizes the logs collected at "L" high school for all classes. We could not determine with precision what proportion of students completed each activity. However, we can estimate which activities were completed and which were not completed by most of the students. We estimate that the first five activities were completed by all students. Similarly, it is likely that most of the students did not complete activities after Monohybrid. Even Invisible Dragons with 106 logs may be the result of a small number of students using the activity multiple times. See Study 2 for more detailed information on processing and analyzing log files. We used this information in conjunction with item analysis of the posttest to identify which items on the posttest to exclude from analysis. We examined the mean score on each item across the entire data set from "L." We looked at each item that had a mean of less than 50% of the possible points and considered whether it tested a concept that most of the students had explored with BioLogica. If it tested understanding of a concept that was included in the first five activities, we did not exclude the item. Conversely, if the items with low mean scores were not 
Study 1A: Ninth Grade Control and Experimental Classes
The two control classes received the teacher's usual introduction to genetics during the week that the two experimental classes used BioLogica. One of the experimental classes received an introductory lesson prior to using BioLogica but the other did not.
Analysis of Pretest. A t test was computed in order to test for pretest differences among the four classes at "L" high school. There was a statistically significant difference found between the four groups on the pretest (see Table III ). Post hoc contrasts yielded that the differences found were between the "red" group and the other three groups, "yellow, "green," and "blue."
Analysis of Posttest. We pooled the two control groups and the two experimental groups since it was the same teacher and the same level of students in all four groups. The pretest score was used as a covariate in order to take into account the pretest differences. An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was computed in order to determine whether there were any statistically significant differences on the total posttest score between the experimental and control groups. For this ANOVA the dependent variable was total posttest score, the independent variable was group (control vs. experimental), and the pretest score was used as a covariate. There was a statistically significant difference found between the control and experimental groups on the posttest with the experimental group scoring higher. See Table IV . Analysis of Selected Posttest Items. ANOVAs were computed in a series of analyses in which we selected items from the entire posttest and pooled them according to the concept that they were assessing. The pooled items assessed students' understanding of: inheritance, dominance, sex linkage, genotype and phenotype, monohybrid, dihybid, and pedigree. For each of these analyses, the pretest scores were used as a covariate to allow us a more accurate measure of posttest differences between the control and experimental groups.
There was a statistically significant difference found between the control group and the experimental group on two concepts: monohybrid and dihybrid. For both concepts the experimental group scored higher than the control group. A summary of results on monohybrid and dihybrid can be found Table V . No statistically significant difference was found on inheritance, dominance, sex linkage, genotype and phenotype, or pedigree. See Appendix B for a summary table of this data.
ANOVAs were computed in a series of analyses in which we selected items from the posttest and pooled them according to the type of reason- ing that they were assessing. The pooled items assessed students on seven different types of reasoning: cause-to-effect within generations (cew), effectto-cause within generations (ecw), cause-to-effect between generations (ceb), effect-to-cause between generations (ecb), Punnett square, structure, and process. For each of these analyses, the pretest scores were used as a covariate to allow us a more accurate measure of posttest differences between the control and experimental groups.
There was a statistically significant difference found between the control group and the experimental group on six of the seven types of reasoning: cause-to-effect within generations (cew), causeto-effect between generations (ceb), effect-to-cause between generations (ecb), Punnett squares, structure, and process. The experimental group means were higher than the control group means on the following types of reasoning: cause-to-effect within generations (cew), cause-to-effect between generations (ceb), Punnett squares, structure, and process. The control group means were higher than the experimental group means on effect-to-cause between generations (ecb). It should be noted, however, that the Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances (which tests whether the error variances of the two groups are equal, was significant for cause-to-effect within generations, and effect-to-cause between generations. Thus, we must interpret the results regarding the two groups' performance on these scores with caution. These results, therefore, should be interpreted with caution. These results are summarized in Table VI . No statistically significant difference was found at p = 0.05 α on effect-to-cause within generations. See Appendix B for a summary table of the data for "L" High School.
Study 1B: Analysis of All Class Levels at "L"
Although the ninth grade was the only class level with controls, three other teachers used BioLogica with their biology students. Analysis of the pre-and posttest scores for those classes are compared in Table VII . Post hoc contrasts (see Table VIII ) reveal that the honors biology class significantly outperformed the other classes on the posttest and that the business biology class significantly underperformed the other classes. It is interesting that the ninth graders did as well as the college prep biology.
Study 2: Intensive 3-Day Field Test at "MV"
The primary purpose of the intensive field test was to find bugs in the software. A secondary purpose was to investigate the usefulness of log files for helping us understand what and how students learn when using BioLogica. Log files were intended from the start as a research tool to help us assess (a) what learners understand, (b) how that understanding changes, and (c) how they use BioLogica. We're trying to develop a fine-grained understanding of how different students learn with BioLogica. However, we also want to identify variables that can be quantified and used as covariates in analyzing pre-and posttest gains. In this study we looked for ways to design and process log files so that they provide the data needed in a format that can be analyzed with less effort. The intensive field test was chosen for this study because it provided a small but diverse population that completed nearly all of the BioLogica activities under relatively controlled circumstances. We reasoned that because it was not a classroom situation, learning gains could be attributed more fully to BioLogica use. Therefore, connections between log files and learning should be more direct and less influenced by other classroom variables.
In the intensive field test conducted at site "MV" in April 2001, 24 middle school and high school students were paid to use all the BioLogica activities over a 3-day period and to take the pre-and posttests and surveys. Students used computers in two rooms. In one room there were 10 students working individually on iBooks. In the other room 14 students worked on iMacs; 10 students worked in five pairs and 4 students worked individually. They used an earlier version of the same set of activities used in the "L" high school implementation. The Invisible Dragons activity was used for the first time on the last day of the field test. A total of 387 log files were generated, of which 306 or 79% were usable files. Files that contain no date or data beyond the user name and the activity name are unusable. They are caused either by the user deciding not to run the activity or by the activity script crashing.
An excerpt from an unprocessed log file is shown in Table IX . The user's name has been changed for privacy reasons. Each log contains the following kinds of data: user name, date and time, question and answer, and actions (basically mouse clicks), automatically identified with XML tags such as <user> or <date>. The XML tags enable the logs to be processed for different purposes.
Analyzing Log Files for BioLogica Use
The objective in analyzing log files was to identify and characterize variables we could use to quantify and compare the use of BioLogica across students. What kinds of data are useful in explaining the results of the pre-and posttests? Given the variability across implementations, one of the first questions is Which of the activities did the students complete? Related process questions are How much time did learners spend on an activity?; How mindful was their interaction with the activity?; What challenges did they accomplish?; How easily?; Which questions did they attempt?; Were their answers correct?; How thoughtful were their answers? We cannot yet answer these questions with a reasonable degree of reliability or effort.
Even from the brief excerpt in Table IX , it is clear how time-consuming is to make sense of unprocessed log files. Therefore, we chose to analyze the logs of a small subset of learners who represented different levels of prior knowledge and performance on the posttest.
We began by analyzing the pre-and posttest scores to identify the subset of learners. We plotted the posttest scores against the pretest scores (see Fig. 3 ).
We chose to examine the log files for five students, labeled TF, CG, CV, GH, and MB. MB was chosen for high scores on both the pretest and the posttest. GH was chosen to represent a successful student with an average pretest score. TF was chosen because he came in with a low pretest score and didn't perform very well on the posttest. CG and CV were chosen as a result of observations made while they were working through BioLogica activities. CG is dyslexic and reads with difficulty, but worked diligently on activities. CV scored well on the pretest but was observed mindlessly clicking through, rather than reasoning through, an activity.
The next challenge was identifying the logs of these students. Students could type in any name or variation of that name when they logged in to use an activity. In this study we were able, with reasonable yield and effort, to connect the log files to individual learners.
To determine which activities the learner used, we created a computer program to strip out the XML tags and generate a file of tab-delimited text that could be imported into a database or spreadsheet, which could then be sorted. Table X shows the activities used by student GH in the order in which they were used, when, and for how long. There were also four empty logs indicating bugs or aborted launches.
The initial approach to analyzing the log files was to read through the logs of one student at a time in order to develop a sense of that student's path through BioLogica, what challenges and questions were difficult or easy, and how engaged the student seemed to be. By the time we had read through the logs for all five students, we began to see patterns of data that might be relevant and quantifiable. In addition to the total-time, candidates for further analysis included the proportion of questions answered, the proportion of multiple choice questions answered correctly, how many attempts it took to solve a challenge, how much time it took to solve the challenge, the length of time each explanation was displayed. To date we have been able to investigate only a few of these possibilities. We created another computer program to process the logs to calculate how many questions the user encountered and answered in an activity and how many words were in their answers. We learned that the data on number-of-questions-encountered and the number-of-words-per-answer were a better measure of the state of development of the activities than of the learner's engagement with the activity.
We continued to search for some measure of the quality of a learner's interaction with the activity. We knew from classroom observations that time spent with an activity does not automatically equate to time engaged with an activity. Similarly, interaction with the activity in terms of actions taken or number of mouse clicks does not necessarily equate to mindful interaction. We conceptualized this quality measure as an index of interaction and operationalized it as the length of time a user spends with an activity divided by the number of actions taken by the user. A low index of interaction indicates many actions in a short period of time, while a high index of interaction indicates a few actions in a long period of time. Crashes also affect the index of interaction. If a user has been through part of the activity before, the tendency is to quickly click through to reach the new portion of the activity.
We learned that our data logging is not yet systematic enough to produce meaningful numbers for index of interaction. The median index of interaction varied over the 11 logged activities from 0.08 to 2.0. This is primarily a reflection of the variation across activities in terms of what gets logged, how many challenges and questions were posed, etc. For a given activity there does appear to be a range of productive interaction with outliers at both extremes. One extreme is the very low index of interaction calculated for CV who clicked mindlessly through the activities, playing BioLogica as if it were a game. The other extreme, a very high index of interaction, was calculated for CG, a dyslexic but diligent learner, who took a very long time, even with assistance, to read the instructions and information in BioLogica, but who could then reason through the activities very well. Because of the length of time required for each activity, this learner did not complete all the activities. Since learners may use different numbers of activities, an index of interaction averaged across all activities cannot be used for comparison across learners.
Analyzing Log Files for Learner's Models and Understanding
We were able to make the log files easier to read with text harvests, like that shown in Table XI . Text harvests grew out of requests from teachers for a way of assessing students' work with BioLogica. A report generator strips out all the XML tags and other entries leaving only the questions in an activity and the answers entered by the learner.
Text harvests make it easier to assess a learner's models and understanding of genetics. They are much easier to read than log files and can be coded and scored just like pre-and posttests. However, they don't enable us to infer much about learners' learning or reasoning strategies. We need to consider the learner's performance on the challenges as well. Taken together, the pre-and posttests, text harvests, and log files can be used to describe a learner's path through BioLogica. An example using the data generated by GH is included in Appendix C. The log files of different students can be compared for a given activity.
For this paper, the findings of Study 2 relate to what we've learned about creating and analyzing log files. We present these as an annotated wish list of requirements for data logging.
• Consistent user IDs In order to use log files as evidence of process and reasoning, each file must be attributable to individual learners. A log-in procedure that requires students to use pull down menus to select their name from the class roster and enter a password is now used.
• Systematic logging of and scoring rubrics for student performance on challenges
This will require analysis of existing activity scripts and the logs they generate to develop the fine-grained data needed and ways of postprocessing that data for easier analysis.
• ID tags for questions embedded in scripts
Each question embedded in a script should have an identifier that enables a person or program to pull all the responses to that question from the database.
• Precode questions and tasks Each question, action, and task could be associated with one or more data analysis codes to facilitate content and statistical analysis.
• Fine-grained time stamps and calculations of time spent working on pedagogical elements
This also requires consistent use of pedagogical elements within scripts in order to calculate time spent on activities such as reading explanations or manipulating alleles.
The task of mining useful data from log files continues as we try to develop ways of generating logs that are more systematically related to research questions and variables and ways of analyzing logs in less labor intensive ways that are useful to teachers and students as well as researchers.
DISCUSSION
In the studies presented we have tried to illustrate how fruitful it can be to conduct classroom-based research with interactive curricula. We have also illustrated how difficult such studies can be. Conducting the kinds of studies presented in this paper requires the systematic development of a series of tasks that engage learners, scaffolding that helps them learn how to accomplish the tasks, ongoing assessments to help us understand what and how students are learning, and how to use technology to support and facilitate all of the above.
Study 1: "L" High School, May 2001
The ninth grade students in the experimental groups used a more stable version of BioLogica than in previous implementations, also, scaffolding had been put into about half of the activities at this point in development. Thus, the findings that the experimental group outperformed out control group was welcomed! When we examine the kinds of items on which they outperformed the control group, we see that it is primarily on the easier type of reasoning from cause-to-effect which is a good starting point. We don't know from the data logs how many of the activities students actually completed because of the difficulty of matching logs to individual students. The experimental groups also outperformed the control groups on the structure and process items. This is encouraging because parts and processes are what students manipulate in many BioLogica activities. They also are critical aspects of model-based learning (Buckley, 2000; Buckley and Boulter, 2000; Gobert, 2000; Gobert and Buckley, 2000) . Their performance on Punnett squares is also encouraging because of the frequency with which Punnett squares are used as reasoning tools in BioLogica activities. This paper has focused on the cognitive aspects of model-based learning, but there are individual and classroom factors influencing whether and to what extent a learner may actually engage in model-based learning. The presumed motivation for engaging in model-based learning is a desire to understand. Motivation theorists conceptualize this desire as an intrinsic love of "learning for learning's sake" (Ames, 1992; Nicholls, 1989) . It is also described as intrinsic motivation (Deci and Ryan, 1985; Lepper and Chabay, 1985; Lepper and Malone, 1987) , a learning orientation rather than a performance orientation (Dweck, 1986) , or an intentional learning stance (Bereiter and Scardamalia, 1989) . Extrinsic motivation arising from teacher assessment is also a factor in students' engagement in classroom activities whether computer-based or not.
We acknowledge that both intrinsic motivation and the extent to which extrinsic factors may influence motivation and learning differ not only by student but also by the context and culture in which the student learns (Christie, 2002 ). Christie's work on students' perceptions of learning (Christie, 1999 (Christie, , 2001 (Christie, , 2002 has shown promising indications that motivational constructs also vary within domain and between tasks, according to the modality, e.g., text-based versus computer-based representations. Thus, students' achievement cognitions (Christie, 2001 (Christie, , 2002 , their understanding of the nature of models (Gobert et al., 2002; Gobert and Discenna, 1997) and of science (Schommer, 1993) may influence not only their motivation to engage in learning but also the strategies they employ in response to the task (Songer and Linn, 1991) , and ultimately, the outcomes.
Lastly, there are a host of pragmatic factors such as the availability of computers and classroom time that constrain how much and when students use BioLogica and whether it is integrated into the rest of the biology curriculum.
Future Research and Development
The results of these studies have informed the templates for the activities created for the Modeling Across the Curriculum (MAC) project, an IERIfunded project at the Concord Consortium. The MAC project is a large-scale 3-year longitudinal study of the learning of high school students as they use our computer-based activities to develop and revise their mental models of domain phenomena in physical science, biology, and chemistry. MAC is developing computer-based learning activities for each of these areas. The development of the BioLogica and Dynamica (physics) activities are taking place at The Concord Consortium; the development of the Connected Chemistry activities is taking place at Northwestern University in collaboration with Uri Wilensky. These activities support model-based learning through scaffolded interactions with manipulable models of domain phenomena, thus providing content, tools, and contexts. Now in its third year, MAC has (a) developed computer-based learning activities that scaffold learners' interactions with interactive, manipulable models of domain phenomena and that record and react to the learners' interactions; (b) developed and validated online pre-and posttests aligned to the learning objectives and activities; (c) developed a technological infrastructure to deliver MAC learning activities to classrooms and collect data when students use MAC activities; (d) developed a web portal that provides access to reports of students' use of activities to teachers, students, and researchers; and (e) developed Classroom Communiquès, web forms filed by teachers via the web portal to provide data about integration of MAC activities into the taught curriculum. MAC learning activities are currently in use in more than a dozen schools across the country.
There is considerable research begging to be done on assessment using interactive items (National Research Council, 2002) . We're not talking about adaptive testing but rather about using interactive items to assess a learner's problem solving or modelbuilding skills in a hypermodel environment such as BioLogica. We question how well traditional test items assess the state of learners' models of and reasoning about phenomena and plan to investigate the affordances that the hypermodel environment brings to this question. Introduction guides the user through BioLogica's representations of chromosomes, genes, and alleles and stresses the connection between genotype and phenotype. As learners use pulldown menus in the Chromosome View to change allele combinations, they see changes in the Organism View of BioLogica's dragons.
Key Concepts
• Genotype determines phenotype • Definition of traits, genotype, phenotype, chromosomes, genes and alleles (2) Rules-How Do Genes Affect Appearance?
The Rules activity is divided into three subactivities that can be invoked independently via a menu selection. These are (1) traits, which deals with the four autosomal traits of dragons genetics-horns, wings, number of legs, and shape of tail; (2) firebreathing, which introduces a sex-linked trait; and (3) colors, which are polygenic and pleiotropic traits. One of the color genes contains a recessive lethal allele. Traits and firebreathing are essential introductions to dominance, recessive, incomplete dominance, and sexlinkage. At this point in its development, BioLogica does not build on the colors subactivity.
• Genotype determines phenotype Meiosis is also subdivided into three subactivities. Introduction to Meiosis, Meiosis Shuffles and Deals! and Designer Dragons. Introduction to Meiosis focuses on learning to use the interface and linking the representations with the concepts of gametes, meiosis, and fertilization. It provides an introductory view into the process of gamete creation and the random distribution of the alleles and allows the student to inspect the alleles in each gamete and to choose combinations of gametes to fertilize. Meiosis Shuffles and Deals! links the representations with the names of the phases of meiosis found in textbooks. Designer Dragons offers students a series of challenges in the form of creating specific offspring by examining the chromosomes in the gametes from each parent and selecting those that will produce the desired phenotype in the offspring.
• Meiosis Unlike the Meiosis activity where students select gametes to determine combinations of alleles that will be "passed down" to the offspring, the Inheritance activity uses the pedigree view, which emphasizes the randomness of this process in nature. It thus serves as an introduction to the role of probability in genetics. The Monohybrid activity is a useful follow-on to this one.
• Monohybrid inheritance • Proportions Monohybrid introduces and uses Punnett squares to help students understand how the combinatorics of meiosis and fertilization (an exhaustive count of all possible combination of parental genes) enables one to derive the probability that an offspring will possess a certain trait, and leads eventually to a prediction of the likely fraction of offspring with the trait in a sample of size n.
• Monohybrid inheritance • Punnett squares • Combinatorics → probability → statistics This activity introduces and uses the BioLogica DNA View, which provides an expanded view of the red lines on chromosomes that represent genes. The activity introduces students to the DNA and base pairs that form particular alleles and challenges students to modify the DNA of a dragon and to observe the consequences.
Levels/Views: Organism View, Chromosome
View, DNA View This activity uses mutations to explore alternative modes of inheritance of traits that are controlled by genes with more than two alleles.
Key Concepts
• Modes of inheritance, non-Mendelian genetics This activity focuses students' attention on the connection between parental genes and those of the offspring, in the context of posing a challenge that requires the student to alter a parental gene, making it heterozygous so that a homozygous recessive offspring can result.
• Inheritance of "hidden" traits
(9) Dihybrid
This activity explores what happens when you study the inheritance patterns for two traits at a time. It provides experience with dragons with traits on the same chromosome and with peas with traits on different chromosomes.
Key Concepts
• Effect of independent assortment of chromosomes on the inheritance of two traits This activity begins with a review of how the X and Y chromosomes interact to produce male and female (introduced in the Rules activity). Once it is clear to the students that female dragons are XX and males are XY, the activity uses the firebreathing (recessive, X-linked) trait to help them learn how sexlinked traits are inherited.
• Sex-linked inheritance This is an advanced activity that guides the student through the process of investigating a traitscaly skin-the gene for which has been hidden. Four questions are asked: Are scales genetically inherited? Are they recessive or dominant? Are they sex-linked or autosomal? And which chromosome are they on?
• Inference of mode of inheritance from statistics
(12) Plates
Plates is similar to scales, but with incompletely dominant traits.
Key Concepts
• Investigating how new traits are inherited from statistics
(13) Invisible Dragons
In this activity we test the student's ability to solve a real genetics puzzle. They are presented with two
APPENDIX B: SUMMARY TABLE FOR SITE "L" (STUDY 1)
Summary Notes. Ninth grade classes: total number of students = 72 (control group = 36 students; experimental group = 36 students). a Significant at p < 0.05α. b Significant at p < 0.10α. c Levene's Test for Equality of Error Variances is significant at p < 0.05α.
APPENDIX C: LEARNING PATH OF GH
Based on responses to open-ended questions on the pretest, GH began the study with a model of inheritance as something you receive from parents or grandparents and that it is a random process. "I guess it's when genes are passed down to you." The chromosome is "some sort of gene" and traits as "some quality of you." No responses were offered for fertilization, pedigree, or sex-linked. This is a potentially good basis for beginning to use BioLogica in that GH recognizes invisible dragons and their task is to figure out the genetic makeup of this couple. They may make crosses, look at the chromosomes and even make a backcross, but all of these costs money. The players start out with $20000 in the bank. Each procedure costs money as does each wrong answer. Players make money by answering questions correctly.
GenScope
This is an open-ended interface to all the BioLogica functionality. It has no "story line" or monitoring functions. GenScope is essentially a BioLogica implementation of GenScope that runs on the Mac and the PC.
genotypic entities (genes and chromosomes) as well as phenotypic entities(traits).
According to available logs, GH did not complete the Scales activity. GH seemed to have little difficulty completing most of the challenges in the activitiesuntil encountering the pedigree view in Monohybrid. GH answered questions, could define dominant and recessive in terms of representations by upper case and lower case letters, respectively, but sometimes had difficulty applying them to multiple choice questions embedded in the Rules activity. GH was able to reason with and manipulate the meiosis representation and make the connection between the representations of chromosomes and alleles in chromosome and meiosis views. GH could reason with Punnett squares but seemed to lack a strategy for making crosses and reasoning about the results in pedigree view. [Monohybrid seems to be a place where scaffolding is needed to help learners figure out and reason with this new representation.] Dihybrid and Plates logs provide further evidence of difficulties with pedigree use and reasoning. In Plates, for example, GH made just one cross, looked at chromosomes and concluded (incorrectly) that plates are recessive because "the quality didn't seem to travel through the genes often." The evidence for dominance seems to be frequency.
Responses to the questions on the posttest suggest that there is some confusion about the physical relationship among chromosomes, genes, and alleles. The chromosome is now "the group of genes or alleles that give traits" and a gene is "a group of DNA." But allele is "a group of genes/DNA," which suggests that allele is not understood. Heterozygous, homozygous, and autosomal alleles are understood, but dominant, recessive, and sex-linked are not. Dominance seems to associated solely with the frequency with which it turns up in the offspring. For example, dominance is "the overpowering type of alleles that determine more in the offspring outcome" while recessive is "the 'weak' type of alleles that determine less in offspring." This is echoed in a later explanation "If there is complete dominance, the offspring should all have the trait." Sex linked is "when an allele is different in each of the sexes (on either the X or the Y chromosome)."
The mechanisms of inheritance (meiosis and fertilization) were defined as "the process in which DNA is taken from the parents and made into an offspring" and "when an egg from the female and sperm from the male is brought together to form an offspring," respectively. It is not clear whether this is part of a mental model of meiosis, or a text-based definition.
In the NewWorm portion of the posttest, the learner was able to map from genotype to phenotype and vice versa, determine the sex of the NewWorm, and create and use Punnett squares effectively to reason about monohybrid inheritance. The facts that (1) only one of the three dihybrid questions was answered correctly without explanation and that (2) GH was able to identify the gametes and offspring in Punnett square but (3) did not associate them with the outcomes of meiosis and fertilization, suggests to me the lack of a mental model. If GH had a mental model of the chromosomes and the process of meiosis and fertilization, it would be possible to reason about dihybrid inheritance by visualizing the movement of alleles on the same or different chromosomes.
GH's ability to reason with the pedigree representation is unclear. GH seems to have forgotten or did not apply BioLogica activities in this explanation, "if having small nostrils was recessive, then the baby couldn't have them, because the parents don't. It then has to be dominant." This completely ignores the possibility that the parents could be heterozygous dominant in the trait, the focus of more than one activity. Answers to the multiple-choice questions were little changed from the pretest, just one point increase. 
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